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link, and execute like C - Ianvdl ====== afarrell I'd be happy to take a look at it, but I'm a little
confused by the recommended version to use. ~~~ Ianvdl Sorry! In the video, the little (lowered)
bar is colored green as the "program". The program below is the actual shell script. If you use the
"middle gray bar", this is what the script looks like when compiled. ------ Ianvdl I wrote a shell and
have it compile, link, and execute like C. ~~~ TeMPOraL I wouldn't call this 'like C'. If your platform
has decent LLVM support, you can probably make a faster C (though it'll still probably be slower
than C on another platform, given that the support for C in LLVM is lacking and the code isn't
particularly optimized). If you want to get into C-like speeds, the LLVM people have recently been
focusing on C's performance, and LLVM used to have _some_ kind of Plan9 compatibility in the past
(though not FFI-compatible, and not likely to work with Ubuntu's libc at this point), so you can
export C symbols to native code. ~~~ Ianvdl I agree, this is not like C. But I did not expect it to be
as fast as other languages. I wrote it as an experiment in making a DSL for scripting so that I could
quickly create and execute simple scripts that implement logic. Thanks for the suggestion though. ---
--- staticassertion I don't like that it's a "language" that can't call
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